Real-time gesture detection and tracking algorithm is proposed to solve the problems of detection and tracking of gesture under the complex background. Firstly, an Adaboost cascade classifier is used to track by the feature model and classifier, which are constructed by real-time compressive tracking algorithm. The negative factors from the gesture posture, shade, skin color etc. are eliminated to improve the performance of the gesture detection and tracking by fusing the responses of classifier of real-time compressive tracking algorithm and the results of gesture detection based on Adaboost algorithms. Paper proposed algorithms can self-recovery when the tracking object is missed, so continuous recognition and tracking is guaranteed. Finally, several experiments are given to verify the developed algorithm and to demonstrate its practicality and effectiveness.
INTRODUCTION
Gesture recognition technology is a computer interaction technology, wherein a computer completes specific detection, analysis and recognition of a user's gestures by a video input device and then outputs preset results. Bretzner et al. (2009) detected structural features of hands by a scale space method, wherein gestures were recognized by establishing a structure model of hand. Despite of prominent effect in gesture recognition, its computation was still very complicated. As for gesture tracking research, it is very difficult to realize gesture tracking due to influences from factors like variation in gesture postures, target occlusion, motion blur and external environment. At present, tracking algorithms such as Boosting algorithm [4] and multi-instance learning method [3] are commonly used. Grabner et al. (2008) put forward an online semi-supervision Boosting algorithm, but failed to solve the problem about drifting in the tracking. Babenko et al. (2011) proposed an online tracking algorithm for multi-instance learning, wherein its samples were put in positive and negative bags and the drifting could still take place if there were a lot of samples at the target position. Xiaoyan et al. (2013) proposed a compressed sensing target tracking based on HOG feature, but it is easy to generate tracking drift due to the cumulative effect of the tracking error.
The paper puts forward gesture detection and tracking algorithm based on compressive sensing. When a target position is searched, classifier responses of candidate samples are combined with Adaboost detection, so that the ability to track gesture motions is strengthened, and the system can automatically recover the tracking when the tracking fails. Experimental results show that the algorithm has strong robustness and effectiveness.
MOTION GESTURE DETECTION AND TRACKING ALGORITHM BASED ON COMPRESSIVE SENSING
In order to avoid the user manually select tracking target, we detected gestures by an Adaboost cascade classifier to determine the initial position of the target, and realize automatic initialization of the tracked target by the gesture detection algorithm. Meanwhile, we combined the detection algorithm with the real-time compressive tracking algorithm to continue tracking and recognition of gesture motions. The algorithm framework is shown in Figure 1 . 
Gesture Detection
In this paper, we started the research by the Adaboost algorithm [9] , Artificial Neuronal Network [8] and Multilayer Feedforward Neural Networks [7] detection combined with skin colors. During gesture detection, gesture sample classifiers are firstly trained offline. After that, detected images are positioned by an Adaboost cascade classifier. The paper took this model as the skin color model. Therein, the joint probability density function of Gaussian model is shown in Formula (1).
Therein, x = (Cr, Cb) indicates a chromaticity vector of a pixel point, C indicates a covariance matrix, and m indicates a mean vector. Hereby, we can compute a skin color and obtain the occupation rate of skin color area, when the value is greater than a threshold, we can regard the detected zone as a gesture zone, transmit the detected gesture information to the compressive tracking algorithm and carry out initialization of the information; otherwise, we will continue the detection. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of gesture detection.
Gesture Tracking
At first, sparse representation was carried out to target samples by a sparse matrix, and then sensing measurement was conducted to the target samples by a random measurement matrix in order to extract features. Afterwards, a Naive Bayesian Classifier [6] was trained in the light of the extracted feature information. At last, the trained classifier was used to classify the images tobe detected at the next frame of gesture target, find the image with the maximumclassification score, take it as the target position of the next frame and update theclassifier parameters. 
FEATURE EXTRACTION
Here, we combine the ideas of the [11] and [2] , the compressed sensing theory applied to moving target tracking algorithm, by constructing a meet the restricted isometry conditions of sparse measurement matrices of the original image, and keep the high dimensional feature information compressed into a low dimensional subspace. The formula of low dimension feature extraction is:
In Formula (2), P is a feature extraction matrix and generated by a method of random sparse compressive matrix, V is a low dimensional feature after compression. X is the original feature of high dimension [11] . We adopt a sample of the actual feature extraction formula for:
In Formula (3), NV is image blocks of the number, R as candidate regions randomly selected image blocks, j i p , equal probability to take the value between -1 to 1.
TRACKING OF GESTURE TARGET POSITION
After computation of sample features, we classified image samples to be detected at the next frame by the trained Bayesian classifier, in order to obtain the target position of a gesture at the next frame. The gesture tracking algorithm is by iteration to find the most similar gestures candidate regions. Then select Bayesian classifier in the candidate region to calculate the classification score, to get the maximum fraction of the candidate region as a gesture of the location area [5] .the discriminant formula is as follows:
In Formula (4), y{0, 1} indicate sample labels; we select the maximum H(V) as the target position, the correlation coefficient is updated according to the method of Real-time compressive tracking [11] .
Gesture Tracking And Detection Algorithm
We combined real-time compressive tracking with a detection algorithm, wherein area changes in the gesture zone were detected by the Adaboost cascade classifier. When its changes exceeded a certain threshold value, the detected gesture information was transmitted to the tracking algorithm, so that we could reconfigure relevant parameters of the tracking algorithm. The paper applied a threshold-related method to determine tracking initialization. When the centroid distance difference between tracking algorithm and detection algorithm exceeds the threshold Ta or the area difference of the gesture zone exceeds the threshold Tb, namely when Formulas (5) are satisfied, the re-initialization will be triggered and gesture information integration is realized.
D (x, y) indicates centroid coordinates of the detected gesture, and T(x, y) indicates centroid coordinates of the tracked gesture. SD indicates area size of the detected gesture, and ST indicates area size of the tracked gesture. L and S respectively stand for changes in distance and area. In this way, tracking and detection of each frame of image were implemented simultaneously.
It is assumed that the gesture at the i and i+1 frames were respectively located at (xi, yi) and (xi+1, yi+1), and areas of the gesture tracking zone at the i and the i+1 frames are respectively siand si+1. At the same time, motion direction of the gesture was calculated Formula (6):
Next, we can recognize the gesture motion according to the criteria set in Table  1 .
In Table 1 , Th and Tv stand for the threshold of Gesture centroid in horizontal and vertical direction, Ts stand for the threshold of gesture tracking area. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The video of this experiment is the static background of the laboratory. It is conducted real-time reading of video sequence from a camera with resolution ratio of 640480. This experiment taken by about 10s video gestures, containing 150 frames. In this paper, AdaBoost, CT, HOG-CT and the algorithms of this paper to carry out a comparative experiment of hand gesture tracking and recognition.
In this group of experiments, a gesture sample classifier was used to recognize gesture motions in the video sequence with 150 frames. Here, the detection and tracking results of the 4 algorithms are given in (Figure 3) , at the 132th frame, drifting appeared in the CT algorithm, the tracking failed and the tracked zone nearly did not change any more. At the 101th and 109th frames, the gesture was not detected by the Adaboost algorithm, but the proposed algorithm could still realize accurate gesture tracking.
In order to compare accuracy of gesture motion recognition obtained respectively by the proposed algorithm, we used a gesture sample classifier to implement 150 experiments to different gesture motions under different environments through the above 4 algorithms. Accuracies of gesture motion recognition obtained by the 4 algorithms are shown in Table 2 . It is shown in Table  2 that the proposed algorithm prevails over the AdaBoost, CT and HOG-CT algorithms.
From the above experiments, we can find that the proposed algorithm by this paper has the following performances: 1) Real-time: the algorithm can track the gesture video sequence with speed of 23.79 frames/s, and can satisfy real-time requirement for gesture interaction. 2) Accuracy: it is shown in Table 2 that accuracy of gesture motion recognition obtained by the proposed algorithm exceeds91%. 3) Continuity: by combining tracking with detection, the proposed algorithm can timely correct a tracking error in order to update the gesture model and maintain the tracking continuity very well.
CONCLUSIONS
The algorithm proposed in this paper aims at solving issues about gesture detection and tracking under complicated backgrounds and realizing humancomputer interactions through recognition of gesture motions. It is shown in the experiment that the proposed algorithm prevails over the AdaBoost, CT and HOG-CT algorithm. The proposed algorithm can realize rapid, accurate and continuous gesture motion recognition and has strong practicability. During later researches. In this way, the algorithm can exert larger applicable values in human-computer interactions based on Web [1] .
